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As clubhouse is building facilities to accommodate community activities, as well as facilities for the connoisseur or a sport or hobu pecintas. Today almost many existing clubhouse in Indonesia, Of the many clubhouse in Indonesia there is no special clubhouse facilitate activities associated with the drag race, auto racing or the other, there may be a circuit d several places in Indonesia but no one has offered facilities for the community in dalmnya. There is the fact that the clubhouse much dominated by a fairly elite community, because it is for the lovers of sports cars and drag race which is likely enough to exercise merupahan certain circles so that no need its clubhouse.

Clubhouse with facilities for the riders exhibition area, community area, dining area, an area for relaxation, meetings, banquets and other managers of his. Then finally the authors designed a plan of Surabaya Clubhouse Drag Race to be used as an input or consideration for lovers Drag Race and also the provision of sports car in the form of community or club representative and make it as the final project I'm working this time.